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Abstract—We introduce a new routing algorithm which can
detect routing loops by evaluating routing updates more thor-
oughly. Our new algorithm is called Routing with Metric based
Topology Investigation (RMTI), which is based on the simple
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and is compatible to all RIP
versions.

In case of a link failure, a network can reorganize itself if
there are redundant links available. Redundant links are only
available in a network system like the internet if the topology
contains loops. Therefore, it is necessary to recognize and to
prevent routing loops. A routing loop can be seen as a circular
trace of a routing update information which returns to the same
router, either directly from the neighbor router or via a loop
topology. Routing loops could consume a large amount of network
bandwidth and could impact the end-to-end performance of
the network. Our RMTI approach is capable to improve the
efficiency of Distance Vector Routing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fault tolerant internet topologies must contain loops, but
loops are a major problem for all routing algorithms. Loops
in networks provide alternative paths between nodes in case of
a link loss, but loops also complicate the detection of correct
and optimal paths between the nodes. Most of the communi-
cation and computation work in current routing algorithms is
done only in order to cope with loops. Routing loops occur
within an Autonomous System (AS) as a result of temporary
inconsistency arising during the convergence process.

The simple Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [8] cannot
adequately cope with routing loops. An approach likesplit
horizon fails if the network topology contains loops. The
routing process is severely damaged because out of date reach-
ability information may be proliferated by routing updates
along the topology loop again and cause thecounting to infinity
(CTI) problem [8]. The CTI problem is well known as an
unsolved drawback of RIP (Split Horizon Hack [19]). The only
way that RIP can achieve some kind of convergence with CTI
situations is to limit the counting metric to 16. But even this
is often not possible, because a lot of misguided data traffic
may congest the links on which thecounting to infinitytakes
place and thus the state of the routing tables cannot converge.
Approaches like Open Shortest Path First Protocol (OSPF)
do not solve the problem of routing loops entirely, because
of the occurrence of transient routing loops [4], [6], [20].
Transient loops occur as part of the normal operation of the
OSPF protocol due to the different delays in the propagation
of routing updates to different parts of the network.

In order to overcome the deficiencies of RIP, we devel-
oped theRouting with Metric based Topology Investigation
(RMTI) Protocol [16] that is a crucial extension to the local

processes of the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and is
entirely downward compatible to RIP. However, RMTI can
prevent CTIs by observing the metric information advertised
by routing updates in order to recognize which updates have
made their way along a loop.

Further on we will demonstrate that routing loops can be
detected by recognizingSimple Loopsand Source Loops. A
Simple Loop (figure 1a) is a path which leaves a distinct router
at one interface and comes back to the same router on another
interface,without having passedthrough the same router on
other interfaces. Thus, a Simple Loop describes a loop in the
topology. A Source Loop (figure 1b) is a path which leaves
a distinct router at one interface and comes back to the same
router on another interface,having passedthrough the same
router on other interfaces.

We are able to recognize these loops by not strictly deleting
old routing update information as soon as new and better
updates appear; instead, we use a careful selection of this
information in order to detect Simple Loops and Source Loops.
We perform this kind of loop recognition by presenting two
equations to be applied on stored routing metrics. These
equations also provide us with decision criteria to reject
malicious routing updates which could cause routing loops
and thecounting to infinityproblem.

Our new RMTI algorithm uses the entire topology infor-
mation about loops within the network. This enables RMTI
to decide on the acceptance or rejection of all updates which
provide alternative routes more carefully. To make decisions
of this kind we have provided three operation modes. The
Normal Moderejects only alternative routes which have been
verified as invalid. TheStrict Modeaccepts only the routes
which have been verified as valid. TheCareful Modeaccepts
valid routes and marks routes which seem to be invalid for a
further evaluation step.

The Normal Mode prevents all the invalid decisions of the
classical RIP algorithm, and improves the stability and con-
vergence properties of the routing algorithm. The Strict Mode
prevents the occurrence of CTIs entirely, thus, it improves the
stability of the routing algorithm. The Careful Mode combines
the features of the Normal Mode and Strict Mode by accepting
doubtful updates in contrast to the Normal Mode but still
safely preventing CTIs. To find out which of the modes is
preferred depends on the requirements which are put onto the
networks. The Normal Mode is an improvement in comparison
to the RIP algorithm, but it cannot prevent CTIs entirely.

If the occurrence of CTIs is not acceptable, the Strict or
Careful Mode are the preferred options. The Strict Mode
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results in a less number of changes in the forwarding tables
and favors the network stability. In contrast to this, the Careful
Mode provides better convergence properties. As an additional
criterion for the selection of suitable RMTI modes, the local
topology information about the router can be used. The more
interfaces a router has and the more loops that are recognized,
the greater the probability of CTIs occurring. The number of
interfaces and loops of a router can, thus, automatically be
used to find the best RMTI mode.

We have done comprehensive tests with different network
topologies in order to analyze the RMTI behavior. The re-
mainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
present the principles of our new RMTI approach. In Section
III we present our protocol together with some characteristic
examples of routing loop detection and update rejection. In
Section IV we depict our implementation and in Section V
we review related works. We close with Section VI where we
present our conclusions.

II. D ESIGN RATIONALE

The basic idea of RMTI is to discover all local loops which
start and end at a particular router. This knowledge is used
to prevent routing loops andcounting to infinitysituations.
In the following, we explain some basic terms and notations
used in our network model. A network consists of routers and
subnets. Routers and subnets are connected via interfaces, so
a network is represented by a network graph where the nodes
of the graph are the routers and the edges are the subnets.
Each connection between a node and an edge in this network
graph is an interface and is marked with an unique interface
identifier (figure 1).

Therefore we have a set of routersR = {r1, . . . , rk}, a
set of subnetsSN = {s1, . . . , sn}, and a set of interfaces
IF = {if1, . . . ,ifm} = {A,B,C, . . . }. A router r ∈ R is
identified by its interfaces, moreoverr is defined by the set of
its interfacesr = {A,B,C, . . . }, r ⊆ IF and∀A ∈ IF,A ∈
ri ⇒ A 6∈ rj for ri, rj ∈ R, i 6= j. That is, an interface is an
element of one unique router only.

Interfaces are connected to subnets and the topology of a
network graph is given by the relationCON ⊆ IF × SN

where (if i, sj) ∈ CON,if i ∈ IF, sj ∈ SN , if and only if
interface ifi is connected to subnetsj .

A path through the network graph is a sequence of hops
where a hop is an elementary step from a routeri ∈ R via
outgoing interfaceO ∈ i to an adjacent routerj via incoming
interfaceI ∈ j using subnets ∈ SN . So a hop is defined
by a 3-tupleHi,j = (O, s, I), whereas(O, s), (I, s) ∈ CON

and a pathP i,j from routeri to routerj is given by its hops
P i,j = (H1,H2, . . . ,Hl). The metric ofP i,j is mi,j = l

which is simply the number of hops. This kind of counting
the metric corresponds to the hop-count metric used by RIP.

A. Simple Loops and Source Loops

Of special interest are closed paths that connect a subnet
d via two different interfaces of the same routeri (figure 1).
They form a loop within the network consisting of subnetd

and it is tempting to assume that such a loop offers two distinct
useful paths to subnetd. This however, has to be considered
very carefully.

Figure 1a shows the network graph of an example network
topology. We examine paths from routerr1 = i to the
destination subnetd = s2. There is a pathP i,s2

A via interface
A and a pathP i,s2

C via interfaceC from routeri to network
s2. If we combine these paths, we obtain a closed pathP

i,d,i
A,C ,

which starts at routeri via interfaceA and ends at routeri
via interfaceC.

In figure 1b the position of the destination subnetd is shifted
to s5. Now there is a pathP i,s5

B from routeri via interfaceB
to networkd = s5 and a pathP i,s5

A from routeri via interface
A to networkd. If we combine these paths, we obtain a closed
pathP

i,s5,i
A,B once again. Both paths build a loop. But there is a

major difference between the pathP
i,s5,i
A,B and the pathP i,s2,i

A,C .
PathP

i,s5,i
A,B traverses routeri in between, whereas pathP i,s2,i

A,C

does not.
In the topology of figure 1 there is a topology loop between

the interfacesA andC at routeri. If the pathP
i,s2

C is no longer
usable (due to a link or router failure on that path), there is an
alternative pathP i,s2

A to subnets2 which routeri might use.
But there is no loop in the topology between the interfaces

A andB at routeri. If the pathP
i,s5

B is no longer usable, there
is no alternative pathP i,s5

A to subnets5 which routeri might
use sinceP i,s5

B is part of the pathP i,s5

A . Therefore we have to
distinguish between these two different types of closed paths.
First, we define the term Simple Loop, which is a path from
router i, traversing a subnetd, ending at routeri, but never
passing routeri in between.

Definition 1: A Simple Loop is a pathP i,d,i
A,B where

A,B ∈ i, O1 = A, Il = B, ∃n 1 ≤ n ≤ l sn = d, and
∀Ij 1 ≤ j < l Ij 6∈ i.

We denote the set of all Simple Loops within a network
with SIL and the metric of a Simple LoopP i,d,i

A,B ∈ SIL is

silm
i,d,i
A,B = m

i,d,i
A,B = l.

Second, we define the term Source Loop, which is also a
path from routeri, traversing a subnetd, ending at routeri,
but this time passing routeri in between.
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i,d

A
+ m

i,d

B
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Definition 2: A Source Loop is a pathP i,d,i
A,B where

A,B ∈ i, O1 = A, Il = B ∃n 1 ≤ n ≤ l sn = d, and
∃Ij 1 ≤ j < l Ij ∈ i

We denote the set of all Source Loops within a network
with SOL and the metric of a Source LoopP i,d,i

A,B ∈ SOL is

solm
i,d,i
A,B = m

i,d,i
A,B = l.

In a network topology only Simple Loops provide an usable
alternative path to a destination subnet. To gather information
on the existence of Simple Loops at a router, we have to
exclude the possibility that a closed pathP

i,d,i
A,B is a Source

Loop (like in figure 1b).

B. The X- and the Y-test

In order to recognize all appearances of Source Loops, we
introduce a combinatorial scheme which captures all Source
Loops (figure 2). Every variation of a Source Loop can be
formed by a simple scheme. A router may have an interface
(A) for the start of a Source Loop and an interface (B)
for the end of a Source Loop. The router may have further
interfaces which we subsume into a group of interfaces which
are denominated ANY. If we connect the interfaces A and B
via a loop path we get a Simple Loop. If, however, we affix
two interface representatives U and V in the loop and place
the two representatives either on the interfaces A,B or ANY
just by moving U and V to the interfaces (A, B, ANY), we
get all together32 = 9 combinations of the Source Loops.
Figure 2 shows all9 Source Loop variations. Furthermore,
we distinguish two basic types of Source Loops, the X-
combination and the Y-combination. The X-combination is
a connection of two different Simple Loops, whereas the Y-
combination is formed by connecting a Simple Loop with a
pathP

i,d,i
B,B , which starts and ends via interfaceB wherem

i,d
B

is the lowest possible metric from routeri subnetd.1

In order to detect Source Loops, we need to identify the
Simple Loop with the lowest metric out of a set of recognized
Simple Loops of different metric size. This can be done by
simply inspecting all Simple Loop metrics.

The minimal Simple Loop metric (msilm) between two
interfacesA andB on routeri is:

msilmi
A,B = min{silmi,d,i

A,B for all subnetsd}

Further on we define the minimal return path metric (mrpm)
which can be derived from the minimal Simple Loop metric
(msilm). The minimal return path metric (mrpm) via an
interface A on routeri is:

mrpmi
A = min{msilmi

A,B for all interfacesB 6= A of router i}

Based on the minimal return path metrics, we are able to
give two equations which are sufficient to rule out that a path
is a X- or a Y-combination.

A pathP
i,d,i
A,B with metricm

i,d,i
A,B is no X-combination, if the

following equation holds:

m
i,d
A + m

i,d
B − 1 < mrpmi

A + mrpmi
B (1)

If a routeri is aware of two distinct pathsP i,d
A andP

i,d
B to

a destination subnetd, then equation 1 offers a test to rule out
that the combined pathP i,d,i

A,B is an X-combination. If equation

1 holds, then the metric of the combined pathm
i,d,i
A,B = m

i,d
A +

m
i,d
B −1 is less than the sum of the minimal return path metrics

mrpmi
A + mrpmi

B . Therefore the pathP i,d,i
A,B is too shortto be

an X-combination (figure 2c). This test is called theX-test.

1Therefore this path is used by routeri to reach subnetd when the routing
process is converged.
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A pathP
i,d,i
A,B with metricm

i,d,i
A,B is no Y-combination, if the

following equation holds:

m
i,d
A < mrpmi

A + m
i,d
B (2)

To form a Y-combination the lower boundary ofm
i,d
A is the

sum of the minimal return path metric mrpmi
A and the metric

m
i,d
B to reach destination subnetd via interfaceB. If equation

2 holds, the pathP i,d,i
A,B is too short to be a Y-combination

(figure 2b). This test is called theY-test.

C. Detection of Source Loops in Distance Vector Routing

So far we analyzed the properties of paths in a network
graph. We developed tests to infer from the metric of a closed
path in the network graph to eliminate any possibility that this
path is a Source Loop and therefore must be a Simple Loop.

To apply these considerations to distance vector routing,
we now have to take into account the trace of routing update
information of the distance vector routing process. The metrics
to destination subnets are sent via update messages between
adjacent routers throughout the network. So we have to look
at the potential succession patterns of update messages and
the chronological sequence in which these messages arrive at
a router. Furthermore we have to consider that a computer
network may change its topology. As routers and links are
added or removed, the underlying network graph is changes.
It is possible that the metrics of update messages are calculated
by obsolete data and therefore are out-dated. To cover all these
situations, a router has to store some information about the
network history.

Assume an update message arrives at routeri via interface
A containing the metricmi,d

A to subnetd 1. If routeri already
has an entry in his routing table to subnetd via an interface
B 6= A and metricm

i,d
B , we can build a closed pathP i,d,i

A,B

with metric m
i,d,i
A,B = m

i,d
A + m

i,d
B − 1. If this pathP

i,d,i
A,B is a

Simple Loop then there is a loop in the network graph between
the interfacesA andB of routeri. But it is also possible that
P

i,d,i
A,B is a Source Loop. In this case routeri must have sent

out an update message via an interfaceU containing metric
m

i,d
V sometime in the past and this information has traveled

through the network in a loop, finally returning to routeri via
interfaceA.

The table in figure 2 shows all Source Loop combinations.
We assume that the split horizon rule is in operation. IfU and
V mark the same interface, then the split horizon rule of the
local router (internal split horizon) eliminates the possibility,
that such a Source Loop combination occurs. IfU andA mark
the same interface (first row of the table), then the split horizon
rule of the neighbor router behind interfaceA (external split
horizon) eliminates the possibility that such a Source Loop
combination occurs. This rules out four of the nine entries in
the table shown in figure 2.

To rule out thatP i,d,i
A,B is a Y-combination like figure 2(b),

we then perform the Y-test. But we should be cautious at
this point. The Y-test is done using the metricm

i,d
B , which is

usually the metric of the actual entry to subnetd in the routing

table of routeri. But there is the possibility that this metric
has changed in the near past and no longer reflects the correct
contribution of mi,d

B within the pathP
i,d,i
A,B . In particular, if

m
i,d
B has increased in the span of time the update messages

needed to travel through the network, building a Source Loop
returning via interfaceA, then the Y-test may fail. To avoid
this trap, we have to perform the Y-test using the lowest metric
mi,d together with the associated interface the routeri has
recognized in the past.

This Y-test can also be used as a replacement for the X-
test. To do this, let us take a look on the X-combination
shown by figure 2(c). Such an X-combination may arise if
the routeri changes the interface according to its entry to
subnetd before the Source Loop is closed by the arrival of
the update message containing the metricm

i,d
A via interfaceA.

This metricm
i,d
A fails the X-test and therefore the pathP

i,d,i
A,B

is not accepted as a Simple Loop. But we can use the Y-test
to get the same result. Figure 3 shows a concrete example
of the occurrence of a X-combination and the application of
the X- and Y-tests in this case. Within this topology subnetd

is reachable from routeri via interfaceD with metric 2 and
via interfaceB with metric 3. Routeri selects the pathP i,d

D

with the lower metric, and propagates corresponding update
messages via its interfaces. This information may circulate
through the network loop between interfaceC andA. Assume
subnetd becomes inaccessible. Now the following three events
cause an X-combination (see figure 3):

1) Routeri receives an update via interfaceD that subnet
d is unreachable while an update via interfaceB still
announces subnetd with metric 3. Thereforei switches
from interfaceD to interfaceB to reach subnetd.

2) Routeri receives an update via interfaceB that subnet
d is unreachable.

3) Routeri receives an update via interfaceA that subnet
d is reachable with metric5.

The X-testmi,d
A +m

i,d
B −1 6< mrpmi

A+mrpmi
B , 5+3−1 6< 3+4

detects the X-combination and therefore routeri should reject
the update which offered the pathP i,d

A . The Y-test performed

(1)

i
C
B

A
D

d

i
C

B

A

d

i,d

A
m =5

i,d

D
m =2 i,d

B
m =3i,d

D
m =16

i,d

B
m =16

(2)

(3)i,d

A
m =5

D

i,d

B
P

i,d

D
P

i,d

A
P

i,d

B
m =3

Fig. 3. Occurrence of an X-combination. (1) Routeri receives an update
via interfaceD that subnetd is unreachable and switches from interfaceD

to interfaceB to reach subnetd. (2) Routeri receives an update via interface
B that subnetd is unreachable. (3) Routeri receives an update via interface
A that subnetd is reachable with metric5 (source Loop).
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with the latest valid metricmi,d
B to subnetd fails to detect a Y-

combinationP i,d,i
A,B , sincemi,d

A < mrpmi
A+m

i,d
B , 5 < 3+3. But

the Y-test performed with the lowest metric to subnetd router
i has used in the past, which ismi,d

D in this case, detects the
Y-combinationP

i,d,i
A,D , sincem

i,d
A 6< mrpmi

A +m
i,d
D , 5 6< 3+2

and the Y-testfails not.
As stated above, in case the metric to a subnet has increased,

the old metric has to be stored together with a change of
the interface by routeri in order to perform the Y-test. If
we always use the lowest metric to a subnet together with
the corresponding interface stored at a router, the X-test is
superseded by the Y-test. Therefore, it is sufficient to perform
the Y-test to detect all the possible Source Loop combinations
shown by figure 2.

III. RMTI PARADIGMS

A RMTI router gathers knowledge about Simple Loops and
Source Loops in its local environment by applying the Y-
test to all incoming routing updates of one destination subnet,
which, however, arrive on different links of the same router.
As described in Section III, the functionality of the X-test can
be completely replaced by the Y-test if it is not used with the
very last metric of the affected route but with the lowest metric
of the route within the recent update periods. The knowledge
of the RMTI-algorithm is represented by two basic parameters
which are used for the decision whether to accept or reject a
routing update.

Thefirst basic parameter is theminimal Simple Loop metric
(msilm), as described in Section III. This is the metric of a
loop in the topology which starts and ends on two distinct
interfaces of the same router. All msilm metrics are stored in
a local table. A Simple Loop entry in the msilm table consists
of the two related interfaces and the minimal loop metric.
The msilm entry is calculated from the path combination of
two alternative routes to one destination subnet and is verified
with the Y-test. If an interface has no Simple Loop with
another interface of the router, the msilm entry for this pair
of interfaces is set to RMTI-infinity which is31 by default.
RMTI-infinity is calculated from the path-combination with
metric infinity for both:16 + 16 − 1 = 31. The msilm table
remains rather small because the maximum number of Simple
Loops depends on the number of the router’s interfaces. It does
not increase as long as the number of Simple Loops does not
increase in the local environment of the router. The general
computation complexity of the search and insert operations is
dependent on the number of routes to check, and therefore on
the size of the network. As the msilm table is symmetric, it
can be linearized in order to achieve effective storage.

The secondbasic and more important parameter for the Y-
test is theminimal return path metric (mrpm). The mrpm entry
is the smallest msilm entry of a specific interface, which means
it is the smallest metric of a loop which starts at a distinct
router interface and returns to another arbitrary interface of
the same router. The mrpm entry has to be recorded together
with the interface within the mrpm table. If an interface has
no loop with any other interface of the router the mrpm entry

is set to RMTI-infinity. As the number of interfaces of a router
is limited, the number of table entries is limited too and is not
dependent on the network size.

The RMTI decisions based on these parameters can be
optimized by three different operation modes:

1) TheNormal Moderejects only alternative routes which
have been verified as invalid.

2) The Strict Mode accepts only the alternative routes
which have been verified as valid.

3) The Careful Modeaccepts only the alternative routes
which have been verified as valid and marks the invalid
for further consideration.

All kinds of routing loop situations are assigned to one
of the three operation modes. Depending on the detected
topology and the possible routing loops, our RMTI-algorithm
can choose the required operation mode to prevent all CTI
situations without increasing the convergence time after a
link failure. Thus, the implementation of our RMTI-algorithm
operates as one autonomous mode.

r1 r 4

B
A

C
r 5r 2

r 3

d

mA=6

C  A  3

MSILM table of r1

link failure

update

path PA

r1,d

Fig. 4. Assuming the link between routers r4 and r5 becomes corrupted.
The router r1 will propagate this unreachability update to its neighbors r2
and r3. But in this span of time r2 sends an update with old information to
r3, which then is also announced back to r1. In this situation r1 must verify
the correctness. Because there is no entry in the msilm table for interfaces A
and B, the update will be rejected.

Fig. 5. The curve diagram shows the test results of the RMTI NormalMode
in comparison to standard RIP captured on router r1. The y-axis maps the
metrics and the x-axis maps the number of incoming routing updates. Both
curves follow the metric of the route to subnet d. The notation below the
curves’ points represents the router by which r1 learned the route to subnet
d. The triangles describe the rejection of a critical update and for keeping
the corresponding routing table entry (RTE). They indicate that the RMTI
Normal Mode (black curve) on r1 receives and rejects the critical update that
would have started counting to infinity. In the background (gray curve) the
progression of counting to infinity is drawn when standard RIP is used. The
advance of the Normal Mode would be even greater if the metric used by
RIP would not be limited to 16 (=infinity).
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A. Normal Mode

The Normal Mode was designed in order to recognize and
to prevent thecounting to infinityproblem within a network
of single loops. An interface is part of a multiple loop if it has
more than one entry in the msilm table. It is part of a single
loop if it has exact one entry in the msilm table. A Source
Loop is identified by testing the metric of a newly incoming
routing update.

The following example describes the prevention of CTI
situations within the topology described by figure 4: Assuming
that the link to network d via interface B becomes corrupted,
this is indicated by an update which router r1 receives via this
interface B, and therefore the former entry becomes invalid
and is marked with metric infinity. Next r1 receives a routing
update to subnet d via interface A6= B. At this point RMTI
switches to CTI avoiding. The decision to accept or to reject
this update is based on the information about Simple Loops
that RMTI has collected during loop detection. Because the
msilm table holds no entry, which substantiates the existence
of a Simple Loop between interface A and B, the update will
be rejected (figure 5).

The Normal Mode is based on two operational steps. Step
one is applied if a valid route to a network is given and another
update appears on the same router on a different interface.
Then the minimal Simple Loops in the local environment of
the router can be detected by applying the Y-test. Step two
is applied if a route is corrupted and an alternative route has
to be accepted. In this situation a decision can be made by
inspecting all the gathered Simple Loops to see whether an
alternative route is available. This is done by a simple rule:

If there exists a Simple Loop between the new route’s
interface and the old route’s interface, then an alternative
route may exist. If no Simple Loop exists, then the new route
must be a Source Loop and has to be rejected.

Thus, in the Normal Mode a distinction is made between
finding Simple Loops and avoidingcounting to infinity.

Complexity:In the Normal Mode only one test is performed.
It compares the path combination to the corresponding msilm
entry. If there is no entry, no Simple Loop was recognized
between the accordant interfaces. In this case the highest
possible value (RMTI-infinity) is used, where every path
combination of two valid routes is always less. In the Normal
Mode, the mrpm and msilm tables have to be accessed.

The Normal Mode is a simple CTI avoiding mechanism, but
only for more or less simple topologies. However, if we now
extend the topology above by one additional loop (a Simple
Loop between interfaces A and B of r1), then the Normal
Mode is not sufficient anymore (figure 6). Now the msilm
table has more than one entry for specific interfaces, which
indicates multiple loops. The Normal Mode would prevent all
CTI situations on router r4. As all interfaces on routers r1, r2
and r3 are part of a Simple Loop, the Normal Mode rule is
not sufficient any more, since an alternative path is available
from each interface. To solve this problem, we introduce the
Strict Mode, which tests updates by a different rule.

B. Strict Mode

The following example describes the prevention ofcounting
to infinity situations within the multiple loop topology de-
scribed by figure 6: Assume that the link between the routers
r4 and r5 becomes corrupted. The router r4 will propagate
the unreachability of subnet d to its neighbors r1 and r3. Just
before r1 sends an update to router r2, r2 sends an update
with old routing information (d reachable via r1) to r3, which

r1 r 4

B
A

C
r 5r 2

r 3

d

mA=6

C  3  

MRPM table 
of r1

link failure

update

A  3  
B  3  

path PA

r1,d

A  C  3

MSILM table 
of r1

A  B  3
C  B  4

Fig. 6. One additional loop is added between r4 and r3. This leadsto a
new situation for r1, because all its interfaces are now part of Simple Loops.
Every interface of r1 has a mrpm entry of 3.

Fig. 7. Rejection of the critical update on router r1, which wouldhave
initiated a routing loop. The RMTI Strict Mode (black curve) rejects the
critical update from r3 (metric 6) and keeps subnet d as unreachable, because
the Y-tests fails. It computes for the Y-test:mA < mrpmA+mB ⇒ 6 < 3+3

(false). The RMTI Normal Mode (gray curve in background) cannot reject
this specific update.

Fig. 8. The RMTI Strict Mode on router r4 also rejects the criticalupdate
from r3 (metric 6) and keeps subnet d as unreachable, because it computes for
the Y-test:mA < mrpmA + mB ⇒ 6 < 3 + 2 (false). However, the RMTI-
Normal Mode on r4 also rejects all critical updates. Afterwards r1 and r4 keep
the route to d with metric 16, until the garbage collection timer [RFC2453]
expires and it is deleted from the routing table.
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thenis announced back to r4 and, moreover, also to r1. In this
situation, r1 must verify the correctness of the new incoming
update. The Y-test can be applied at both routers in order
to recognize the Source Loop. The Strict Mode on router r1
rejects the critical update from r3 (metric 6) and keeps subnet
d as unreachable, because the Y-tests fails. The test results of
the Strict Mode are shown in figure 7 and 8.

The Strict Mode also performs the Y-test on Simple Loop
recognition as soon as an alternative route to a network is
notified by a new update. If there is an alternative route offered
by a neighbor router, after the failure of the existing route, the
Y-test can be used to determine if the path combination of
the alternative route and the existing route is a Simple Loop.
The Y-test compares the new route’s metric with the sum of
the mrpm entry of the new route’s interface and the last valid
metric of the corresponding old route. Thus, all CTI situations
can be prevented. This is done by a simple rule:

If the new route passes the Y-test, it will be accepted.
Otherwise it will be rejected.

Complexity:The Strict Mode only needs to access the mrpm
table and, thus, we only have a linear (memory) and constant
(search) complexity.

There is one special case where the Strict Mode rule rejects
a valid alternative route until the timeout period for the old
route to the destination has come to an end. The decision
to accept the alternative route depends on the length of the
smallest mrpm entry and the last valid (old) metric of the just
corrupted route. It may, however, be possible that the metric
of the alternative route is greater than the sum of the metric of
the smallest Simple Loop and the old route (Y-test), but may
be valid anyway. The update about the destination network
may be an alternative route or a Source Loop. Both variants
of updates show the same metric to r1 (figure 9). Thus, in
this special case (and only here) the metrics are not sufficient
criteria for a proper decision.

C. Careful Mode

To compensate for the decision problem mentioned above,
we developed an approach to improve the convergence time
of the Strict Mode, without weakening its ability to avoid CTI
situations. This approach uses a timer to limit the execution
time of the Strict Mode to the critical period, in which
CTI situations could happen, and is called Careful Mode. It
supposes that Source Loops (respective CTIs) can be deleted
by the emission of a routing update within a certain time
frame, whereas valid routes cannot be deleted within the same
time frame. If an update of a route is rejected by the Strict
Mode, this method transmits a routing update of the rejected
route with metric 16 (infinity). The timer starts for a certain
time frame; if a route to the same subnet with metric 16 is
received on the same interface within this time frame, then
the route was a Source Loop, and was just deleted on the
neighbor routers. The timer is stopped and the route is kept
in the routing table with metric 16. If, however, the route is
continuously offered with a valid metric, then it has to be a
valid route.

As soon as the timer expires, the Strict Mode is switched
off for this route, and a RIP-request will be sent to the
appertaining neighbor in order to achieve a consistent state

r1 r 4 r 5r 2

r 3

d

r 6

r 7r 8

mA=6

link failure

update

B
A

C

path PA

r1,d

path PA

r1,d

Fig. 9. This figure shows a Source Loop and an alternative path,both
provided by router r3. From the view of r1, the distinct paths (Pr1,d

A
) are not

distinguishable, due to the same metrics. The Careful Mode can cope with
this situation.

Fig. 10. This curve diagram shows the test results of the RMTI Careful
Mode. It rejects the CTI update and after its timeout, shuts itself down and
requests the respective neighbor concerning the doubtful route, in order to
improve convergence. The RMTI Strict Mode (gray curve in background)
delays a new route until the timer expired (worst case). Even if a new route
is a valid replacement, the Strict Mode could deny it, because of the equal
metric to a critical update, until the old route is completely deleted after the
garbage collection timer expires. After that, the next corresponding update
is accepted. The RMTI Careful Mode (black curve) runs only as long as the
critical period of CTI emergence, and thus improves convergence significantly.

Fig. 11. Counting to infinity is avoided by the RMTI Careful-Mode (black
curve). Its timer expires and the alternative route offered by router r3 is
accepted. The comparison is done to standard RIP, which shows a counting
to infinity situation (gray curve in background)
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more fast. As the critical period for CTI situations is rather
short, the timeout interval of the timer can be short too. The
timeout interval could depend on the corresponding msilm
value. Thus, all counting to infinity situations are handled and
convergence time is improved (figure 10and 11). The Careful
Mode works by a simple rule:

As long as the timer runs, it works like the Strict Mode and
rejects new routes which do not pass the Y-test. After timeout,
it will replace old invalid routes from the routing table with
the next accordant valid route.

Complexity: As only a timer has to be implemented, no
additional complexity is produced. An appropriate value for
this timer can depend on the RIP update timer or on the length
of the associated Simple Loop. The communication overhead
remains small, because the RIP request results in only one
update regarding the rejected route.

The Careful Mode based on a timer is an efficient extension
for standard RIP. It copes with all counting to infinity situa-
tions and causes a minimal additional effort. The code is small,
simple to handle and only the linear mrpm table is needed.
A special case may occur where it cannot be sufficiently
concluded from the metrics whether an update offers valid
alternative routes or Source Loops. The timer-based control
of the Careful Mode is the most simple and effective solution
for this problem.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION OF RMTI

Our RMTI daemon is implemented within the popular and
widely used Quagga Routing Suite [12]. Thus, it runs also on
routing operation systems like openwrt [18] which is a linux
distribution for embedded devices.

All modes of the RMTI algorithm characterized above are
implemented and tested in a network environment (figure 12).

router with a RIP-/RIP-MTI daemon

succession 

specifications
events

critical 
situations

VNUML 
topologies

VNUML

environment

curve 
diagrams

Fig. 12. The test environment is composed of a topology built up with Virtual
Network User-Mode-Linux (VNUML), together with a controlling (succession
specifications) and analyzing (events) extension. Each node represents one
router running the Quagga Routing Suite.

Comprehensive tests are performed within virtual networks, by
using the open-source virtualization tool VNUML [17], which
is based on the User-Mode-Linux virtualization software [2].
This demonstrates the applicability of this approach in real
network topologies and substantiates the benefits of the RMTI
algorithm, especially compared to standard RIP.

In addition, we extended this daemon by a control link
into our test environment. The test environment allows us to
manipulate the behavior of all RIP daemons. Therefore we can
trigger updates using succession specifications, permitting us
to frequently test critical situations. Furthermore, the control
link allows us to log all local events and information, such
as interfaces and their addresses, known subnets, and every
change in the local routing table. This gives us a central
representation of the entire topology and available routing data
for every time and location. We tested the RIP and the RMTI
algorithm on a huge amount of various topologies containing
loops. We verified the benefit of RMTI when it was exposed to
critical situations and verified its equality in normal situations.
All topologies presented in this paper are implemented using
this environment and all curve diagrams presented in section
IV are true output generated during the tests.

V. RELATED WORK

Comprehensive routing loop detection was achieved by
improving the distance vector protocol. This improvement was
reached by designing new message formats which carried
explicit topology information far beyond the simple next hop
and distance information. This approach resulted in some
distance vector protocols which needed more update traf-
fic and were not compatible with the RIP-suite. The Ad
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV ) protocol [10] by
Perkins expands the distance vector information originally
based on subnet N, next hop NH and distance D, to a 4-tuple
(N,NH,D,SEQ), where SEQ denotes the sequence number.
Although this is provably loop-free [11], it is not compatible to
the Routing Information Protocol due to the required protocol
and message format changes. The Enhanced Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol (EIGRP) used by Cisco is based on the
DUAL algorithm [5] proposed by Garcia-Luna-Aceves. DUAL
provides loop-free paths at every instance, which was proved
in [5]. These protocols avoid CTI because they provide routing
loop freedom, but they are not compatible with the RIPv2
standard. An approach called Source Tracing was proposed
by Cheng et al [1] and Faimann [3]. Updates and routing
tables provide additional information by adding a first-hop
indication. Loops can be recognized recursively. The BGP [13]
protocol specifies the entire path from source to destination in
its routing updates in order to detect the occurrence of loops.
Link-state protocols like OSPF [9] do not suffer from the CTI
problem due to the use of the reliable flooding technique.
Reliable flooding, however, is a technique that consumes much
computational power and communication bandwidth. Every
OSPF router has to maintain an up-to date version of the entire
network topology. Even this enormous effort did not prevent
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this protocol from suffering from transient routing loops [4],
[6], [20].

Although the objectives of these techniques are basically
different from our approach, it is our aim to provide a solution
that has a complete and solid backward compatibility to
any existing implementation of RIPv2 [8]. Our solution is
a compatible extension of the RIP protocol as it uses the
information provided by RIP anyway. It is even possible to
deploy a new RMTI router only at selected nodes within a
network.

VI. CONCLUSION

Routing algorithms form a real distributed system where
no global state exists. Therefore, every local router has to
decide locally, but each local action should contribute to global
network stability.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to get new solutions
to handle the routing loop problem within networks. Our ap-
proach focused on a better exploitation of update information,
which is exchanged between routers anyway. Based on this
approach, we found an effectual criterion to recognize and
reject malicious updates as soon as they appear. Therefore,
our new RMTI-algorithm improves convergence and prevents
counting to infinity situations. As the forwarding tables of the
new RMTI protocol do not contain wrong entries caused by
critical updates, the traffic will not rotate in routing loops. This
improves the stability of self-organizing router networks and
grades up the scalability of networks.

The code of the RMTI implementation is small and simple
to handle. RIP implementations have to be modified at a
few selected points, mainly to collect information used by
the RMTI algorithm. It affects the RIP implementation only
within the decision-process to replace invalid routes. Most of
the RMTI source code is located in an external file, which
consists of a few hundred lines of code only.

Our new RMTI algorithm is possiblewithout the definition
of a new RIP packet format. The only modification carried out
on the RIP algorithm is a more comprehensive evaluation of
the common RIP update messages. This resulted in a minor
computation increase within each router, which is clearly lim-
ited be the number of interfaces the router has. Our approach
contains new mechanisms which form a crucial improvement
to the distance vector approach.

Comprehensive testing of large networks and critical update
message successions were necessary in order to gain aware-
ness about the dynamics within network topologies and the
appertaining convergence problems.

Experiments with the update timers and the maximum hop
count will be done. We will offer our new protocol as a Quagga
daemon for Linux in order to invite other researchers to gain
experience with our new compatible routing protocol.
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